
PLAYING BY THE RULES

Most all of us have participated in, or certainly, watched sporting 
events.  No matter what the sport, football, basketball, baseball, soccer, 
etc., there are specific rules for each game.  The games even have 
enforcers of those rules in the form of referees, umpires or officials whose 
only jobs are to make sure the rules are strictly followed.  

The rules for games are not subject to change by either the players nor 
the refs, umps or officials.  Rules are rules!  If a batter, in the game of 
baseball, hits a ball in the air and it is caught by an opposing fielder, the 
batter is "out"--meaning he returns to the bench without reaching base.  If a 
basketball player, who is in possession of the basket ball, steps on the out 
of bounds line, the ball is rewarded to the opposing team.  Rules of the 
games that are not negotiable!

I remember several years ago watching a professional golf tournament 
on television.  One of the golfers drove his ball into a sandy area.  It did not 
have the appearance of, what is called, a "sand trap" or "bunker".  The 
crowd of spectators had been standing in it until his ball ended up there.  
So, the golfer assumed is was simply a waste area and "grounded his club" 
before hitting the golf ball.  (In golf it is a rule that the players club may NOT 
touch the sand in a trap or bunker before he/she is hitting the ball.)  

The golfer went ahead and hit his shot and finished up his round.  He 
was informed, as he went in to sign and "officialize" his score card, that the 
area where he had grounded his golf club was, indeed, classified as a trap 
or bunker.  At this point he was assessed a 2 shot penalty and he lost the 
tournament by 1 shot!  

Even though the golfer "didn't know" he had broken the rules, in the 
end, he was still penalized and, in this case, the penalty cost him the 
tournament!  The rule was not overlooked simply because he was unaware 
of it.  It was an extremely hard lesson for the golfer to have to swallow--but, 
he knew that if that was a rule at that particular golf course, he should have 
been aware of it or asked before he accidently violated it.  

Our lives are the same way.  The Universe, or what we call "God", has 



very specific "rules" that govern all of us--whether we are aware of them or 
not.  We all "play by the same rules", again, whether we know them or not.  
Our lives reflect how well we follow and obey the Universe's rules.  
Spiritually, we call them "laws".  Laws or rules--we are continually living our 
lives either obeying them or breaking them.  

One of the laws is "The Law of Attraction".  Simply put, we attract into 
our lives what we put out.  If we are peaceful, we will attract peace.  If we 
are loving and understanding, then we will attract others to us that are 
loving and understanding.  If we are rigid and uncaring, we can expect 
those types of people and results in our lives.  

Another Universal law is "The Law of Cause and Effect".  Our thoughts 
and actions create the types of lives we experience.  Similar to The Law of 
Attraction, what we focus our attentions on is what we will create in our 
lives.  If we focus on "an eye for an eye", i.e.,resentment and anger. we can 
expect those to pop up in our life experiences.  

"The Law of Prosperity".  Expressed by the Master Teacher, Jesus of 
Nazareth, this way--"Give and it will be given to you, pressed down and 
overflowing...".  For our lives to be prosperous, we must be generous with 
our love, with our time and with our possessions and money. 

Probably the expression that most sums up all the Universal Laws 
would be--"Do unto others as you would have them do unto you".  Again, 
this was said by the Master Teacher, Jesus of Nazareth.  If we treat others 
the way we would like to be treated we will attract those attributes to 
ourselves and we will create lives that reflect our love, peace, joy, etc.  If 
we are generous to others, like we would hope others would be towards us 
if we needed them to be, then our lives will prosper as well.  

All my best--

Chip
  


